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What is your position at Natexo?
I work as a Developer in the R&D Department.
Tell us about your functions:
I am mainly in charge of maintaining all existing applications within the
company and creating new ones. On a daily basis, my duties are related to fix
and provide assistance to all departments regarding timelines. My job is also to
provide innovated ideas in order to optimize processes for all departments.
My expertise enables me to bring inputs to the CTO about new projects and be
involved in.
I have also the opportunity to supervise apprentices.
My job requires to be proactive, innovative and be an expert. As a Senior
Developer, I have to provide the best assistance for the team and the company.

«

To provide innovated
ideas in order to
optimize processes for
all departments. »
Victor Grebot,
Senior Developer

Since when have you worked for Natexo?
I have worked at Natexo for more than 3 years.
I have started as a trainee for a 3-month internship and then I got hired with a permanent contract. Two years and half
later, I have been promoted as a Senior Developer.
What do you like most about your job?
The first thing, I would say is conveying my skills to the team. They know that they can rely on me for any help.
I also appreciate the team that I work with. We are a cohesive team. We can have a fun during a break together and then
work hard to reach out our goals.
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Which are your favorite e-commerce websites?
Amazon
Any anecdote you might want to share?
We are currently close to our Christmas seminar, and something really funny
happened one day: in the middle of our R&D department… Our CTO started
to dance different kind of moves: Cha Cha, Salsa, Tango, etc. . . and everyone got
crazy about it!
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